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Dear Prof. Ing. Igor Jex:

The following is my report on Ing. Kateřirra Medková's Ph,D, thesis submission.

The thesis is broadly in the area of combinatorics on words and focusses specifically on three
irnportant rrnc] relatecl families of infinite words: Sturmian words, Arnoux-R,auzv words, and
complementary symmetric Rote words. The family of Sturmian words is one of the most
farnous and important families of words in this area. Arnoux Rauzy words are a natural
generalization of the Sturmian rvorcls frorn the binary alphabct to largcr alphabets, ancl com-
plementa,ry symmetric Rote words are constructed from Sturmian words in a very simple way.

This thesis studies the following properties of these words: clerived sequences, non-repetitive
conrplexity, and criticai exponcnt. Tlrese arc a1l inrportant propcrties of irríirritc words. This
thesis therefore represents an excellent choice of topic in the area of combinatorics on words.

The thesis begins with a chapter of prelimirraries, where all the main concepts needed to
understand the main results of the thesis are defined and all relevarrt prior work on the
subject is referenced. This is actually quite an extensive chapter. since a large amount of
background material is needed for this thesis. This is followed by a detailed summary of
the main results-of the thesis. trssentially the main lemmas ancl theorems of the thesis are
collected in this chapter without prooíš, The remainder of the thesis consists of five research
papers that have either been already published or submitted for publication, In my opinion.
a thcsis consistlng of five rescarch papcrs is exceptional. I would consir]er two research papcrs
worth of materia] to be sufficient for a Ph.D. thesis. so five papers worth of material is truly
outstanding.

The five papels are ciosely related and all are 1argely based on the theory of return words
arrd deril.ed sequel}ces. Tiris thcory ltas provett to be a very useí'ul tcicil in tlre study oť iníirrite
words and the author has used this tool very well to obtain some vely interesting results.
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